
Blue Bloodhound is a trucking logistics startup designed to

match truck drivers with spare time with companies that

need drivers for specific loads.

Because it was started by Tana Greene, an industry leader in truck driver

staffing, Blue Bloodhound was quickly able to build a list of 25,000 truckers

and attract funding as part of its aggressive growth trajectory to disrupt a

$700B industry. But the beta version of its web application was clunky and

unattractive--and that resulted in lost revenue opportunities.

Blue Bloodhound had assembled a team with vast software development

experience, but it didn’t have enough capacity to execute a full user interface

redesign on the tight timeline that the business and its investors wanted. So

they reached out to Worthwhile.

Worthwhile joined with the VP of Software Engineering at Blue Bloodhound

and did a complete UI/UX redesign for Blue Bloodhound’s web app at three

breakpoints, delivering 60+ views in a matter of weeks. This rapid redesign

allowed Blue Bloodhound to start development on the new and improved app

quickly and reintroduce its app to the trucking logistics market quickly, so it

could start capturing the lost revenue and stave off Uber Freight and other

new startups trying to enter the market.

Rapid UI/UX Redesign
Powers Startup Ready to
Scale
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PROJECT SUMMARY

864.233.2552 WORTHWHILE.COM

SHIPPING, TRANSPORTATION & LOGISTICS NEED
EVEN MORE EFFICIENCIES. LET’S TAKE A DRIVE.

PROJECT SUMMARY
Funded startup needed help going from MVP versions of mobile app, web

application and website to present a polished and professional approach to gain

user conversions and accelerate growth.

ROI
Poor user experience contributed to poor engagement rates during the beta

launch of Blue Bloodhound’s web app--leading to lost revenue opportunities.

The rapid redesign allowed Blue Bloodhound to capture this lost revenue

without having to spend additional money on customer acquisition.

COMPANY
Blue Bloodhound

INDUSTRY
Trucking Logistics

TYPE OF SOLUTION
UI/UX Redesign for Web Application and Marketing Website

HEADQUARTERS

Hickory, NC

EMPLOYEES

25

AT A GLANCE

You built us one sexy digital tool.” CEO TANA GREENE


